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Black and Brown Planets embarks on a timely exploration of the American obsession with color in its look at the sometimes contrary
intersections of politics and race in science fiction. The contributors, including De Witt D. Kilgore, Edward James, Lisa Yaszek, and
Marleen S. Barr, among others, explore science fiction worlds of possibility (literature, television, and film), lifting blacks, Latin
Americans, and indigenous peoples out from the background of this historically white genre. This collection considers the role of race and
ethnicity in our visions of the future. The first section emphasizes the political elements of black identity portrayed in science fiction
from black America to the vast reaches of interstellar space framed by racial history. In the next section, analysis of indigenous science
fiction addresses the effects of colonization, helps discard the emotional and psychological baggage carried from its impact, and recovers
ancestral traditions in order to adapt in a post-Native-apocalyptic world. Likewise, this section explores the affinity between science
fiction and subjectivity in Latin American cultures from the role of science and industrialization to the effects of being in and moving
between two cultures. By infusing more color in this otherwise monochrome genre, Black and Brown Planets imagines alternate racial galaxies
with viable political futures in which people of color determine human destiny.
A trip through modern computer culture that examines the cyberpunk movement, the hacker sub-culture, virtual reality, and smart drugs
Contributors offer many definitions and facets of plagiarism and intellectual property, demonstrating that if defining a supposedly "simple"
concept is difficult, then applying multiple definitions is even harder, creating practical problems in many realms.
This book looks at the relationship between information and its representation. The organization of digital information has relied on
metaphors from a pre-digital era – architectural ideas in particular, from the urbanisation of cyberspace in science fiction, through to the
adoption of spatial visualizations in the design of graphical user interfaces. This book encourages creative thinking around this subject
and will be of interest to all studying design theory.
Anniversary Essays
An Encyclopedia
The Real Cyberpunk Fakebook
Technologies of the Gendered Body
Gothic Crossings
Vampires, Cyborgs, and the Culture of Consumption
Flame Wars

This multidisciplinary volume presents a refreshing new approach to environmental values in the global age. it investigates the challenges that globalization poses to
traditional environmental values in general as well as in politics and international governance. Divided into five parts, the book investigates how environmental values could
be reconceived in a globalizing world. Part I explores contemporary environmental values and their implications for a globalizing world. Part II examines the development of
Western and Eastern environmental values Part III discusses contemporary environmental politics Part IV examines how values inform environmental governance and how
governance solutions influence which values are realised Part V concludes the volume with two different views of the prospects of environmental values in a globalising
world. This study will be of great interest to students and researchers studying the environment in philosophy, political science, international relations, international
environment law, environmental studies and development studies.
This edited volume considers the ways in which European states and the European Union can and should organize themselves economically and socially in order to address
the challenges of sustainable development. It will interest students and researchers of environmental policy and European politics.
Mondo 2000A User's Guide to the New EdgePerennial
An Introduction to Cybercultures provides an accessible guide to the major forms, practices and meanings of this rapidly-growing field. From the evolution of hardware and
software to the emergence of cyberpunk film and fiction, David Bell introduces readers to the key aspects of cyberculture, including email, the internet, digital imaging
technologies, computer games and digital special effects. Each chapter contains `hot links' to key articles in its companion volume, The Cybercultures Reader, suggestions
for further reading, and details of relevant websites. Individual chapters examine: · Cybercultures: an introduction · Storying cyberspace · Cultural Studies in cyberspace ·
Community and cyberculture · Identities in cyberculture · Bodies in cyberculture · Cybersubcultures · Researching cybercultures
The Psychology of Communication
Revolution or Rhetoric?
Medieval to Postmodern
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The Architecture of Information
FutureNatural
New Media
Black and Brown Planets
With this text, a team of authors from the University of West England provide a comprehensive overview of the culture, technologies and history of new media and assess claims that a media and
technology revolution is underway.
An international and multidisciplinary reader with a clear focus on multimedia economics and content. The reader covers two main fields of analysis: (a) the economic perspectives of the
European content industry and its impact on the market development, including new business models; and (b) the cultural and educational contexts of multimedia. A number of articles are based
on academic papers from researchers with various backgrounds in media & communication research, sociology, computer sciences, and education, whereas other contributions from industry
advisers and practitioners provide 'market reports' on specific issues.
This book critically examines the rhetoric surrounding current trends in the adoption of tropes of interactivity in marketing communication. Concepts such as viral advertising, customergenerated content, brand communities and the whole panoply of Web 2.0-mediated marketing technologies all have their foundations in an overt positioning of interactivity as the savior of
effective marketing communication. Yet, what exactly is meant by interactivity in these contexts and how far does it represent a revolution in the methodologies of marketing? Anchoring his
analysis in a critique of the assumptions of control embedded in current marketing communication models and the rhetorical analysis of exemplar texts from the Marketing Management,
Customer Relationship Management, Viral Marketing and Buzz Marketing paradigms, Chris Miles investigates the constructions and reconstructions of discourse that surround the uses of
interactivity in contemporary marketing discourses. In doing so, he offers a radical new model of marketing based upon a recursive, constructivist understanding of communication that uses
metaphors of invitation and exploration to rebuild interactivity at the center of marketing. The work culminates in a reading of the theory of Relationship Marketing that uses autism as an allegory
to interrogate the communicative paradox at the heart of this contemporary marketing panacea.
The Digital Dialectic is an interdisciplinary jam session about our visual andintellectual cultures as the computer recodes technologies, media, and art forms. Unlike purelyacademic texts on new
media, the book includes contributions by scholars, artists, andentrepreneurs, who combine theoretical investigations with hands-on analysis of the possibilities(and limitations) of new
technology. The key concept is the digital dialectic: a method to groundthe insights of theory in the constraints of practice. The essays move beyond journalistic reportageand hype into serious but
accessible discussion of new technologies, new media, and new culturalforms.
Journals: 1990 - 2014
Simulacrum America
The History of a Dangerous Idea
The Cybercultures Reader
Transhumanism
Representations of the Post/human
This book is designed to capture the complexity of the vast domain of the psychology of communication by adding overlays of different logical approaches to the topic. Each
chapter will focus on a different approach. Chapters 2 (behavioristic approach), 3 (humanistic approach), and 4 (interactionist approach) are presented as thesis, antithesis, and
synthesis. They focus respectively on input, stored, and fedback information. Chapters 5 (phylogenetic approach) and 6 (ontogenetic approach) place psychology firmly where it
belongs as the study of organisms rather than of mechanisms. Development from animal to human and from child to adult is emancipation from tyranny of environment. Chapter
7 (pathological approach) explores functional disorders of person-in-environment, since the nervous system “knows” its environment. Chapter 8 (phenomenological approach)
deals with the further complexity that the nervous system can be viewed from the inside (experience) as well as from the outside (behavior). Chapters 9 (simulation approach)
and 10 (mediational approach) focus on artificial intelligence (AI) and intelligence amplification (IA). Computers can be used to emulate or to extend human intelligence. Chapters
11 (biological approach) and 12 (sociological approach) deal with the complexities arising from the fact that the nervous system is embedded in a hierarchy of systems within
systems. They focus on emergence from the level below psychology (biology) and reduction from the level above (sociology). Each approach will cast some light on the topic
from its peculiar perspective. The cumulative effect will be to illuminate the domain in all its complexity.
This work draws together a wide range of literature on contemporary technologies and their ethical implications. It focuses on advances in medical, reproductive, genetic and
information technologies.
A cult novelist named Rudy Rucker investigates an alien abduction...and is drawn into freaky, transreal scenes. Futurism, autobiographical novel, a tour of Californai freakdom,
and richly funny. With many, many line-drawing illos. "Rucker’s sensibility is a combination of gonzo humor, fictionalized autobiography in the Kerouacian mode (what Rucker
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calls “transrealism”), and the sheer, bugs-in-your-teeth thrill of scientific extrapolation taken to blitz-punk extremes." — Salon.com.
Rabelais's tale the giant prince Gargantua is a vast and inescapable cluster of qualities and activities; his violence, greed and incontinence are incomparable. In the old giant's
size, ubiquity, gluttony, vast knowledge and warlike nature, we can recognize qualities of our contemporary culture. In this brilliant polemic on our visual mass culture, Stallabrass
argues that culture's status as a commodity is the most important thing about it, affecting its form, its relation to the viewer and its ideology. The great diversity of choice masks
the extent to which this choice is managed by an ever-shrinking number of powerful owners. Stallabrass shows how the consistent and unifying capitalist ideology of mass culture
leads to an increasingly homogeneous identity among its consumers. Even in marginal and radical cultural activities, like graffiti writing, can be found the tyranny of the brand
name and the reduction of the individual to a cipher. Starting with an analysis of subjects which concern specific groups—amateur photography, computer games and
cyberspace—Stallabrass works out to wider aspects of the culture which affect everybody, including cars, shopping and television. Gargantua raises profound questions about
the nature and direction of mass culture. It also raises a challenge to the postmodern theorists' adherence to subjectivity, indeterminacy and political indifference. If manufactured
subjectivities are always shot through with the objective, then their plurality may not be merely a colourful but meaningless postmodern smorgasbord, but rather the accurate
reflection of our current cultural situation, and a map showing paths beyond it.
Consuming Youth
MONDO 2000
Interactive Marketing
Escape Velocity
An Introduction to Cybercultures
Environmental Values in a Globalizing World
Understanding the European Content Industries
From the novels of Anne Rice to The Lost Boys, from The Terminator to cyberpunk science fiction, vampires and cyborgs have become strikingly visible
figures within American popular culture, especially youth culture. In Consuming Youth, Rob Latham explains why, showing how fiction, film, and other
media deploy these ambiguous monsters to embody and work through the implications of a capitalist system in which youth both consume and are
consumed. Inspired by Marx's use of the cyborg vampire as a metaphor for the objectification of physical labor in the factory, Latham shows how
contemporary images of vampires and cyborgs illuminate the contradictory processes of empowerment and exploitation that characterize the youthconsumer system. While the vampire is a voracious consumer driven by a hunger for perpetual youth, the cyborg has incorporated the machineries of
consumption into its own flesh. Powerful fusions of technology and desire, these paired images symbolize the forms of labor and leisure that American
society has staked out for contemporary youth. A startling look at youth in our time, Consuming Youth will interest anyone concerned with film,
television, and popular culture.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's
largest global IT media network.
A collection of articles that analyses the role of the media in America from a deconstructionist viewpoint.
The Encyclopedia of Gender in Media critically examines the role of the media in enabling, facilitating, or challenging the social construction of gender in
our society.
Gargantua
The Politics of Race in Science Fiction
A Critical Introduction
The Digital Dialectic
Reading Cyborg Women
A Journey into the Future
New Essays on New Media
From Simmel and Burgess, to Zukin, Fainstein and Soja this title presents classic and contemporary writing on the culture of cities. Themes include:
culture and technologies; everyday lives; contesting identity; boundaries and transgressions; utopias and dystopias, and possible urban futures.
Brings the radical environmentalism known as deep ecology into an encounter with contemporary social and cultural theory, showing that deep ecology
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still has much to learn from such theory.
Transhumanism is a recent movement that extols man’s right to shape his own evolution, by maximizing the use of scientific technologies, to enhance
human physical and intellectual potential. While the name is new, the idea has long been a popular theme of science fiction, featured in such films as
2001: A Space Odyssey, Blade Runner, the Terminator series, and more recently, The Matrix, Limitless, Her and Transcendence. However, as its
adherents hint at in their own publications, transhumanism is an occult project, rooted in Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry, and derived from the
Kabbalah, which asserts that humanity is evolving intellectually, towards a point in time when man will become God. Modeled on the medieval legend of
the Golem and Frankenstein, they believe man will be able to create life itself, in the form of living machines, or artificial intelligence. Spearheaded by
the Cybernetics Group, the project resulted in both the development of the modern computer and MK-Ultra, the CIA’s “mind-control” program. MK-Ultra
promoted the “mind-expanding” potential of psychedelic drugs, to shape the counterculture of the 1960s, based on the notion that the shamans of
ancient times used psychoactive substances, equated with the “apple” of the Tree of Knowledge. And, as revealed in the movie Lucy, through the use of
“smart drugs,” and what transhumanists call “mind uploading,” man will be able to merge with the Internet, which is envisioned as the end-point of
Kabbalistic evolution, the formation of a collective consciousness, or Global Brain. That awaited moment is what Ray Kurzweil, a director of engineering
at Google, refers to as The Singularly. By accumulating the total of human knowledge, and providing access to every aspect of human activity, the
Internet will supposedly achieve omniscience, becoming the “God” of occultism, or the Masonic All-Seeing Eye of the reverse side of the American dollar
bill.
Science fiction is a literary genre based on scientific speculation. Works of science fiction use the ideas and the vocabulary of all sciences to create valid
narratives that explore the future effects of science on events and human beings. Science Fact and Science Fiction examines in one volume how science
has propelled science-fiction and, to a lesser extent, how science fiction has influenced the sciences. Although coverage will discuss the science behind
the fiction from the Classical Age to the present, focus is naturally on the 19th century to the present, when the Industrial Revolution and spectacular
progress in science and technology triggered an influx of science-fiction works speculating on the future. As scientific developments alter expectations
for the future, the literature absorbs, uses, and adapts such contextual visions. The goal of the Encyclopedia is not to present a catalog of sciences and
their application in literary fiction, but rather to study the ongoing flow and counterflow of influences, including how fictional representations of science
affect how we view its practice and disciplines. Although the main focus is on literature, other forms of science fiction, including film and video games,
are explored and, because science is an international matter, works from non-English speaking countries are discussed as needed.
Cyberculture at the End of the Century
Mind Flight
A User's Guide to the New Edge
Communication in the Age of Virtual Reality
A Reader on the Economic and Cultural Contexts of Multimedia
Encyclopedia of Gender in Media
Science Fact and Science Fiction
Essays on electronic communication, cyberpunk culture, and rants and flames in cyberspace consider subjects such as the magazine Mondo 2000, the typewriter, virtual reality, feminism, comics, and erotica for cybernauts.
Includes blurry b&w photos and illustrations, and an interviews with science fictions writers Samuel R. Delaney, Greg Tate, and Tricia Rose. Paper edition (unseen), $13.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland,
OR.
This volume addresses virtual reality (VR) -- a tantalizing communication medium whose essence challenges our most deeply held notions of what communication is or can be. The editors have gathered an expert team of
engineers, social scientists, and cultural theorists for the first extensive treatment of human communication in this exciting medium. The first part introduces the reader to VR's state-of-the-art as well as future trends. In the next
section, leading research scientists discuss how knowledge of communication can be used to build more effective and exciting communication applications of virtual reality. Looking ahead, the authors explore pioneering
approaches to VR narratives, interpersonal communication, the use of 3D sound, and the building of VR entertainment complexes. In the final section, the authors zoom out to view the big picture -- the psychological, social, and
cultural implications of virtual reality. Thought-provoking discussions consider important communication issues such as: * How will virtual reality influence perception of reality? * What are the legal issues defining
communication in virtual reality? * What kind of cultural trends will this technology encourage?
This book looks at the representation of the body in culture from a feminist perspective. Subjects covered include bodybuilding, cosmetic surgery, and cyberculture.
This text brings together articles covering the whole spectrum of cyberspace and related new technologies to explore the ways in which new technologies are reshaping cultural forms and practices at the turn of the century. The
reader is divided into thematic sections focusing on key issues such as subcultures in cyberspace, posthumanism and cyberbodies, and pop-cultural depictions of human-machine interaction. Each section features: an introduction
locating the essays in their theoretical and technological context; editor's introduction and accompanying user's guide; and an extensive bibliography. Issues include: theoretical approaches to cyberculture; representations in
fiction and on film; the development of distinct cyber-subcultures; and feminist and queer approaches within cyberculture.
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Knowledge, Innovation, and American Counterculture
Monsters, Aliens and Others in Popular Culture
Cyberpunk Handbook
Manufactured Mass Culture
Primitives in the Wilderness
Deep Ecology and the Missing Human Subject
Groovy Science

Praise for previous editions: 'Something of a godsend ... as a teaching resource this book is second to none ... achieves levels of
multiplicity rarely, if ever, reached by others.' - Borderlines: Studies in American Culture This third edition of American Cultural Studies
has been updated throughout to take into account the developments of the last six years, providing an introduction to the central themes in
modern American culture and explores how these themes can be interpreted. Chapters in the book discuss the various aspects of American
cultural life such as religion, gender and sexuality, and regionalism. Updates and revisions include: discussion of Barack Obama’s rise to
power and the end of the ‘Bush Years’ consideration of ‘Hemispheric American Studies’ and the increasing debates about globalisation and the
role of the USA up-to-date case-studies, such as The Wire and Nurse Jackie, more on suburbia, the Mexican-border crossing, the Twilight
phenomena etc updated further-reading lists.Accompanying website. American Cultural Studies is a core text and an accessible introduction to
the interdisciplinary study of American culture.
Futurenatural brings together leading theorists of culture and science to discuss the concept of 'nature'. Recent developments in
biotechnologies, electronic media and ecological politics are discussed.We are living in an age when 'nature' seems to be on the brink of
extinction yet, at the same time, 'nature' is becoming increasingly ubiquitous and unstable as a category for representation and debate.F
uturenatural brings together leading theorists of culture and science to discuss the concept of 'nature' - its past, present and future.
Contributors discuss the impact on our daily life of recent developments in biotechnologies, electronic media and ecological politics.
Increasingly, scientific theories and models have been taken up as cultural metaphores that have material effects in transforming 'ways of
seeing' and 'structures of feeling'.The book addresses the issue of whether political and cultural debates about the body and the environment
can take place without reference to 'nature' or the 'natural'. This collection considers how we might 'think' a future developing from
emergent scientific theories and discourses. What cultural forms may be produced when new knowledges challenge and undermine traditional ways
of conceiving the 'natural' ?
With great honesty, and both drama and romance, Mind Flight weaves together personal narrative and intellectual odyssey, taking readers along
on the authors pursuit of wisdom and enlightenment, his search for love, and his quest for an inspiring vision of the future. Encyclopedic in
scope, the book pulls together Plato, Freud, Spinoza, Nietzsche, and other epochal historical figures with Pink Floyd, the Hippies, the
Sexual Revolution, A Clockwork Orange, the Yin-Yang, the madhouse world of mental health, and the fantastical visions of science fiction.
What results in this grand saga is not only a chronicle of one mans journey from industrial, middle-class Americawhere weightlifting and fist
fighting define virtue and valueto the philosophical life in the mystical expanse of the Southwest, but a profound exploration of the
archetypal themes of order and chaos; good and evil; truth and beauty; passion and reason; and science and God. Mind Flight draws the reader
into the vast wonders and possibilities of the future, and is a stunning example of living the examined life.
Drawing on literature, art, film theatre, music and much more, American Cultural Studies is an interdisciplinary introduction to American
culture for those taking American Studies. This textbook: * introduces the full range and variety of American culture including issues of
race, gender and youth * provides a truly interdisciplinary methodology * suggests and discusses a variety of approaches to study *
highlights American distinctiveness * draws on literature, art, film, theatre, architecture, music and more * challenges orthodox paradigms
of American Studies. This is a fast-expanding subject area, and Campbell and Kean's book will certainly be a staple part of any cultural
studies student's reading diet.
Cyberia
Perspectives on Plagiarism and Intellectual Property in a Postmodern World
Naked Lunch @ 50
An Introduction to American Culture
Saucer Wisdom
The Discourse of Cyberculture
The USA and the Popular Media
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Blast off into the next millennium with Cyberspace gurus and professed cyberpunks St. Jude and R.U. Sirius--consummate insiders and co-founders of the revolutionary Mondo 2000 magazine, and co-authors of Mondo 2000: A
User's Guide to the New Edge--both definitive source guides for members of the electronic underground. Includes Cyberpunk cryptic crossword puzzles and a hipness checklist, plus a true/false "final exam".
"This is the first book devoted in its entirety to William Burroughs' masterpiece, bringing together an international array of scholars, artists, musicians, and academics from many fields to explore the origins, writing, reception, and
complex meanings of Naked Lunch."--Inside cover.
“Without a doubt the best guide I have read to the new computer culture . . . witty and provocative . . . sane and thoughtful” (J. G. Ballard). “A lively compendium of dispatches from the far reaches of today’s computer savvy avantgarde”, Escape Velocity explores the dawn of the Information Age, and the high-tech subcultures that celebrated, critiqued, and gave birth to our wired world and a counterculture digital underground (The New York Times Book
Review). Poised between technological rapture and social rupture, Escape Velocity poses the fundamental question of our time: Is technology liberating or enslaving us in the twenty-first century? Mark Dery takes us on an
electrifying tour of the high-tech underground. Investigating the shadowy byways of cyberculture, we meet would-be cyborgs who believe the body is obsolete and dream of downloading their minds into computers, cyberhippies
who boost their brainpower with smart drugs and mind machines, techno-primitives who sport “biomechanical” tattoos of computer circuitry, and cyberpunk roboticists whose dystopian contraptions duel to the death before
howling crowds. “Re-prov[ing] Dery an astute and trustworthy patrolman of the cultural and social borderland between science fiction and non-fiction”, Escape Velocity stands alone as the first truly critical inquiry into cyberculture
(Wired). Shifting the focus of our conversation about technology from the corridors of power to disparate voices on the cultural fringes, Dery wires it into the power politics and social issues of the moment. It is essential reading
for everyone interested in computer culture and the shape of things to come.
Groovy Science paints a decidedly different picture of the sixties counterculture by uncovering an unabashed embrace of certain kinds of science and technology. While many rejected science and technology that struck them as
hulking, depersonalized, or militarized, theirs was a rejection of Cold War-era missiles and mainframes, not science and technology per se. We see in these pages the long-running annual workshops on quantum physics at the Esalen
Institute in Big Sur, California; aerospace engineers turning their knowledge of high-tech materials to the short board revolution in surfing; Timothy Leary s championing of space colonization as the ultimate high; and midwives
redirecting their medical knowledge to launch a home-birth movement. Groovy Science gathers intriguing examples like these from across the physical, biological, and social sciences and charts commonalities across these many
domains, highlighting shared trends and themes during one of the most colorful periods of recent American history. The result reveals a much more diverse picture of how Americans sought and found alternative forms of science
that resonated with their social and political goals."
Nature, Science, Culture
The City Cultures Reader
Mondo 2000
Nature, Justice and Governance
American Cultural Studies
Computerworld
Life in the Trenches of Hyperspace
Ride the wave with Rudy Rucker---author, programmer, mathematician, professor, cyberpunk, hipster, transrealist, and family man. A writer’s journey. Rucker composed "Journals: 1990-2014" over
twenty-five years. A long-running adventure. Entries include: Introspection and philosophizing, sketches of daily life, descriptions of Rucker's travels, and notes on writing.
A vibrant guide to the artistic, cultural, and social faces of the new media.
Essays discuss topics dealing with the interaction of people and computers and the impact of technology on art, literature, and music
A User's Guide to Digital Arts, Media, and Cultures
Snap to Grid
Europe, Globalization and Sustainable Development
Architecture, Interaction Design and the Patterning of Digital Information
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